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and the theoretical investigations [2, 3] have shown that in
laser action on a highly reflecting metal surfaces, the energy
transfer to the target can be increased (or, generally,
optimized), if laser plasma is built up over the surface. From
the other hand, laser plasma can be used to create surface
layers of ceramics such as nitrides and carbides. That is why
the simulation of laser plasma dynamics is important for
optimization of laser processing parameters.
The dynamics of the plasma formed over the target sur
face depends on the wavelength, intensity, duration, spatial,
and temporal energy distribution of the laser pulse, as well
as on a number of gas medium parameters, the most
important of the latter are the gas type and the pressure.
The laser plasma propagation in gas medium can be
of two qualitatively different types: fast [4] and slow [5]
combustion.
Referring to the fast combustion regime are the
mechanisms of light detonation [4, 6], supersonic radiation
waves [7], breakdown waves [ 8], as well as their various
combinations. The fast combustion regimes are charac
terized by high temperatures (about 10 eV), high pressure
differences (hundreds and thousands bar) and supersonic
velocities of plasma patterns propagation. As a rule the
shock-type gas ionization caused by gas-dynamic compres
sion forces plays a significant role in these regimes. If this is
the case, the region of the shock wave strongly absorbs laser
radiation.
In slow combustion regimes the main mechanisms are
heat conductivity [5] and subsonic heating by radiation
[ 8, 9], which are characterized by slow subsonic expansion
of the heated gas. The plasma patterns propagate at nearly

A mathematical model, describing the dynamics of laser plasma (gas
dynamic stage) in air medium w ith the pressure variation in the range
of 1-100 Bar, is presented. The simulation is based on the transient
axially symmetric system of radiative gas dynamic equations. The
application on the multi-group diffusion approximation for the simula
tion of radiation transfer is discussed. The solution of gas dynamic
equations is made by the explicit finite-difference FLIC method. For the
energy equation solving jointly w ith the averaged equation of radiation
diffusion, the implicit difference scheme is used. The later is realized by
the proposed nonlinear iterative procedure. The evolution of laser
plasma in the near threshold values (for plasma formation) of radiation
2* (Л = 1 .0 6 /у т ) is analyzed. It is
intensity G —5 x 107-5 x 10s W /cm1
shown that the mechanism of the plasma expansion strongly depends
on the pressure of the gaseous medium: it varies from the light
detonation regime of fast combustion at low pressures; to the slow
combustion in the form of the subsonic radiative wave at high
pressures. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

At present, due to rising interest to surface machining of
materials by means of concentrated energy flows (laser,
plasma, electron beam), attention is focused on the
physicochemical processes in the vicinity of the surface
under treatment. If energy density flux of laser radiation
exceeds some threshold value (that generally depends on a
number of factors, but usually is larger than 106 W/cm2), a
laser produced plasma appears near the target’s surface.
Later on the energy absorbed by the target depends on:
(a) laser irradiation passed through the plasma cloud; (b)
radiative transfer from plasma pattern. Both are unknown
and difficult to be determined. The experimental results [ 1]
0021-9991/94 *6.00
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constant pressure close to the pressure of undisturbed gas.
The mathematical description of the slow combustion
regimes is more simple as compared, for instance, to the
light detonation regime of fast combustion, because the
mathematical model should only consider the processes of
heat and radiation transfer.
If the solid target is located in the focal plane, the situa
tion becomes considerably more sophisticated due to the
rise of the number of new physical processes. The kinetics of
the phase transformations inside the target material, the
interaction of the evaporation products with the ambient
gas atmosphere and the conditions of the laser-induced
breakdown formation should be taken into account. As a
consequence the plasma behavior in the gas media becomes
more complicated, because several mechanisms can, at
once, play a significant role in the ionization process. From
technological applications point of view, the regime of slow
combustion is of the greatest interest. However, experiments
show that it is difficult to realize this regime in the presence
of the target, due to the substantial influence of gas-dynamic
effects.
The present paper is concerned with the evolution of the
gas-dynamic stage of the laser plasma development, in
particular with the transitional regimes in gas media at
variable pressures ( 1-100 bar), under pulsed laser action
with near-threshold intensities G — 107- 10KW/cm" (at the
wavelength / = 1.06/mi).
The above mentioned aim is realized through the
development of the proposed algorithm for numerical
simulations of radiative gas-dynamics phenomena.
2. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND
THE PRINCIPAL ASSUMPTIONS

When the self-radiation of laser plasma is taken into
account, the corresponding mathematical models become
rather complicated. In general, the radiation emitted from
plasma: (a) contains information about its state; (b)can
influence the energy balance in the system; (c) can break the
thermal equilibrium. The description of the radiation pro
cesses depends on the emission- absorption mechanisms, as
well as on the medium parameters: the characteristic system
size L and free-path length /,, of a photon with energy hv
(which is determined by the density of particles p and their
temperature T). The main mechanisms of radiation are
known to be the following: discrete emission absorption in
atoms and ions, radiative electron recombination and
photoionization, bremsstrahlung (braking radiation), and
photon absorption by an electron in an ion field. The
radiation processes can be described in the simplest way
in two limiting cases, when the optical thickness of plasma
is either small (/, > L) or large (/v<$L).
The optically thin plasma is characterized by a low
density of electrons (ne~ 1013 cm - 3 ) and relatively large
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geometrical dimensions. When the dimension L is not too
large (/, < 1 in), all kinds of radiation easily leave plasma. If
it is the case, the reliable description can be obtained on the
basis of the coronary model approximation [10]. It is
assumed that the probability of the collision transitions
between levels is small as compared to the spontaneous
transitions, and each act of collision excitation of either
atom or ion is balanced out by the corresponding act of
radiation decay. The radiation spectrum of such a plasma
consists of a set of narrow lines on a background of the
continuous spectrum.
The optically thick plasma (/,.<?/„) is characterized by
Saha Boltzman charge composition. The corresponding
spectrum of equilibrium black body radiation contains no
lines, as broadening is too large and the lines merge with the
continuous spectrum. The radiative losses in this case result
only on the plasma energy balance. The mathematical
description of the plasma in such a state can be performed,
for example, in tlie framework of (he so-called, radiative
heat transfer model [ I I ] .
If both collision and radiative transitions play substantial
role simultaneously, then it corresponds to an intermediate
position between these two limiting cases, and therefore
it is the most complicated to be described. Usually the
approximation of so-called collision-radiative model is
applied to analyze the behavior of such plasmas [ 12, 13].
Various non-equilibrium effects in plasma of an arbitrary
transparency can be described by means of this model.
When the dimensions of plasma pattern are not loo small it
becomes necessary to account for the reabsorption of both
discrete and continuous spectra. In such a case the equa
tions of collision-radiative model should be completed by
the equation of the radiation transfer. The approximation of
collision-radiation model is oftcnly used to describe over
heated or undcrcoolcd plasma of relatively high density
/i,.>IO ls cm '[1 4 ].
Generally the laser plasma (hat is formed in a flux of
evaporated matter or in an ambient gas atmosphere can
have quite different optical thickness, due to sharp varia
tions of the density p and temperature T with time and
space caused by considerable gas-dynamic processes. When
the dimensions of plasma pattern are large enough, the
reabsorption of both discrete spectrum and continuous
spectrum becomes significant. The further point of com
plications is the fact that the laser radiation is absorbed by
the electron component with (he temperature Tc which
turns out to be higher than the temperature of atoms and
ions TK. In general the relaxation process due to elastic
electron atom and electron ion collisions can be rather
prolonged, so the plasma cloud side facing the incident
radiation is in thermal non-equilibrium state. The descrip
tion of the radiation and of the evolution of plasma pattern,
as well as the subsequent problem solution, appears to be
the most complicated in this case, because the medium
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macro parameters (gas-dynamic and temperature fields) are
related to the micro processes in a sophisticated way. From
the mathematical point of view it means that the processes
of gas-dynamics should be analyzed simultaneously with
the processes of the kinetics of radiation-collision transi
tions and radiative transfer.
Thus the evolution of the laser plasma represents an
extremely sophisticated phenomenon, and to investigate it
efficiently by means of numerical simulations one should
make reasonable assumptions and simplifications for the
definition of the problem. The main of them are the
following:
1. For relatively large dimensions /,, ^ L and high plasma
density the conditions of local thermodynamic equilibrium
should be respected at least close to the surface, the
dominating process being the reabsorption of the con
tinuous spectrum.
2. Taking into account the radiation transfer in the
problems of gas-dynamics makes the algorithm of the
solution much more complicated. The difficulties are
associated with the equation of radiative transfer, which is
primarily multi-dimensional:
- ^ 7 + ft grad

+ KtI t = Kv/ veq,
( 1)

kv= K-V(v,

T, p),

/ v= Iv(t, r, V, ft),

where c denotes the light velocity, /,, is the spectral intensity
of the radiation,

Iveq

c2 (ehv/kT- l )

^

is the spectral intensity of equilibrium radiation, h is
Planck’s constant, к is Boltzmann’s constant, r is the radiusvector, f t is the vector of unit length in the direction of
photon motion, к,, is the absorption coefficient for a photon
with frequency v, T and p are the temperature and density
of the matter, and t is time.
The difficulties arising in the numerical solution of the
radiative gas-dynamics problems is a stimulation to use
various approximations. In particular, assuming that the
field of the laser plasma radiation has low anisotropy, one
can utilize the model of diffusion approximation for the
description of the radiation transfer (isotropic distribution
of radiation) [ 11],
dUv
——+ div W v+ cKvl/v= cKt/vea,
dt
4
1 dW v
+ ^grad t/v+ Kv\V„ = 0,
c dt

where Uv is the spectral density of the radiation,
Snh v3
U^ = c\ e hv/kT- 1)
is the spectral density of equilibrium radiation, W is the
vector of the radiation energy flux.
The index v will be raised up in further notation, after the
appearance of spatial (r, z) and grid (;, n) indexes.
The equations of the diffusion model are of smaller
dimensionality than the initial transfer equation, as it does
not depend on the angular coordinates ft.
3. Taking into account that characteristic time of
the medium parameters variation is larger than the time
of the radiation pass through the region under study, the
radiation transfer can be described as a quasi-stationary
phenomenon.
4. In addiation, the density of energy and the radiation
pressure are small in comparison with the density of energy
and the pressure of the medium. Moreover, in the tem
perature and plasma density ranges under study, radiation
scattering is considered to be insignificant.
C onsider a two-dimensional transient problem of the
laser radiation interaction with the air plasma. The incident
laser flux with the wavelength Я= 1.06 ^m is assumed to be
symmetric with respect to z-axis (which is directed along
the beam propagation), the intensity being distributed
according to a Gaussian law G = G0 ■exp( —r2/R 2), where R
is the radius of the focal spot. The peculiarities of the inter
action, as well as the laser plasma behavior in a dense air
atmosphere with the pressure varying over a wide range, are
studied from the moment when a thin (z0 = 10-50 pm)
absorbing plasma layer Is formed close to the target.
The mathematical formulation of the problem is as
follows. Accounting for the approximations made, the
interaction of the laser radiation with the gas medium
is described by the system of equations for radiative gas
dynamics (RGD) which are symmetric with respect to
z-axis [15, 16]:
dp I d
d
+
(rpu) + — {pv) = 0
dt r dr
dz

(4)

дри 1 d
2v d
~sT + 7 * ,r' ,“ »+ S (' ," l =

d(p + a))
dr

(5)

dpv I d
d
+ - — (rpuu) + — (po2) =
dt
r dr
dz

d(p + (o)
dz

(6)

dpe 1 d
d
— + 7 - (rpUt) + - ( p l* )
(3)
= -P

1 dru dv
r dr ^ dz

1 dWr
r dr

dW,
dz

dG
dz

(7)
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1 d{rW°r) dWl
----Г ^ + dz + ckvUv = ckvUvc
r or

i

3 kv dr

r'

IL d
h =_ w.
3 kv dz

(9)

A 00

W=

Jo

(8)

W vdv

8G
„ л
— + kG = 0
oz

( r , z ) e Q , Q = [ 0 , Lf] x [0, L J . (10)

The notations involved: t = time; r,z = spatial coordinates;
index v refers to spectral values, u, v = components of
the velocity vector, e = internal energy, p = pressure, ш =
artificial viscosity, G = laser radiation intensity.
The boundary and initial conditions for the equations
(4)-( 10) have the form
T= Tp,

LRxz0K ( r x z K ( L f x L ; ) (11)
0 ^ ( r x z ) < (Lr x L.)

r = 0,
z = 0,

и = 0,

r = Lr,

p = p0,

z = L :,

k = 1,2,..., Nk,

and its magnitude is determined by means of the frequency
averaging procedure, using Planck approximation:
к*( T, p ) = J

k v U veq

dvj \

U vcq dv.

P = Po,

In this case the radiation transfer is determined by
the system of equations for the multi-group diffusion
approximation,

II
о

P=Po,

C
II

и
t > 0,

Kv(T,p, v) = Kr{T,p),

0 ^ ( r x z ) ^ ( R x z„)

О

/ = 0,

1. As compared to the equations of gas-dynamics
(4)-(6), the equations of radiation diffusion (8 ), (9) contain
one variable more, namely v, this extra variable causes a lot
of complications in solving the task as a whole. To over
come this difficulty we use the multi-group approximation
[9, 15]. According to it, the whole spectrum is split into a
finite number N k of frequency ranges (groups). For the
frequencies belonging to the same group vk < v < v k+l
the absorption coefficient Kv(T,p,v) is assumed to be
independent on frequency:

1 d(rWkr ) , c W k ,
I7
A'eq
r — ~dr--- ^ ~dz~ + CKk^ k ~ CKk ^

cU = o T 4
Wr = —cU/2

(12)
3 k* <>

W: = - c U / 2 ,

G = G0 exp( —(r/R)2).

wk,

1 c 3Uk
3 кк dz

- Wk,

(14)

which can be easily reduced to equations of elliptic type,

3. THE SOLUTION ALGORITHM

When developing the solution algorithm we used to a
large extent the approach presented in [16, 17] for the
problems of the dynamics of emitting gas. The overall com
putation scheme to solve the system of RGD equations at
each time step t = tJ can be presented as a combination of
several stages.
In the first stage the equations of multi-group diffusion
are averaged on a difference level with respect to photon
energies, based on the gas-dynamic values and the
temperature as obtained from the previous tJ~ l layer.
Averaging is produced by means of the solution of Nk
elliptic-type equations. For the reduction of the computa
tion time, the coefficients of the thus-obtained averaged
equation were considered “frozen” during J time step.
Therefore the averaging procedure was executed once in
every J time steps rather than in every step.
In the second stage the diffusion equation and the
equation for energy transfer are solved together. In the
third stage the gas-dynamics equations are solved.
Let us consider each of these stages in detail:

= -

(13)

- div - — grad Uk + скк Uk = кк Ukeq,
where
U.tcq =

fv**1
J

L veq d\’ =

57Ш
%nh frv‘ •'
j
dv.
C Jv exp(hvfkT) —1

Taking into account, that
Snh

p ’*+ 1

, 8n*4r V * * i
x '3
■dv = ГГТ- I
-----— — 7 dx
cxp(hv/kT)— \
c3h3 J.vj exp(x')—1
4<t(7; hvk, hvk+l) - T 4

the considered elliptic equations can be written in the form
-div ( i

grad Uk + скк Uk = Акко(Т, hvk, hvk + l)- Г 4,
(15)
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where
<т(T, hvk, hvk ^ x) = ak =

2л/с4

[

exp(x') —1

'• tr -■

x [ 0 ’( / i v * + i / * 7 ’ ) - <

t(A v*

dx’ = T 7 IT
czh

Substituting the relations (17), (18) in Eq. (16) one obtains
the system of three-point equations. To solve it the short
Gaussian method for three-diagonal matrixes can be
applied:
1 /2 )

+ 1/A; 7 ’ ) ] .

у ' Г > ,n

l l14
* 1''
* , - „ ( c „ , — '-*■

=

4 l/2 )£

1

V

f in

—

To determine the ct(.v ) function, the integral expression
1/2)

v (л +
гм
l.n — I n

ff(-v)=

fv
■v' 3
---- — 7\— г dx
Л) exp(.v ) - 1

1/2)
/У(Л' +
а / f 1.n

jY * 1v 1
= E J C , „ — *’/n
B in ~
1

— a h +

was approximated by the relations [16]

a'Z (,In
v+

_ jl,3799.v3(l/3 -.v /8 + .v762,4),
xs?2
ff(A )_|l,3 7 9 9 [6 ,4 9 3 9 -c v(x3 4 3x3 4 6 x 4 7,28), x > 2

1 /2 )

=

Л1 * ( - v + 1 / 2 )
=
fl \t l
l

l i. N - \

v(s+J 11—
= AК i «(C
—а* -in? |л+|,Д
_„*(•«+1/2)7.
ti
\ L in
u tn
fin
- v/ in
(s + n^£ in
' f ) ~ ‘’

«.(.V+ 1)

_

,,

f M - l,/i “ nr>
« ( . ' • + ! ) _ IT [ Г

“*•/+ 1, n

*-Jtn\y~ tn

■a l.-1
in

_ / y * < - v+ D o
*■in

+1v in )}

- (C + i 4 r,)},

/, n is the cell number.

To solve Eqs. (16) the non-linear iteration method [19]
was applied; it was used for a nine-point finite-difference
stencil [17]. The essence of the method as applied to the
five-point scheme can be presented concerning a single
group, say, k = 1. It is assumed that the solution of the
system (16) satisfies simultaneously the conditions
E и—а I+ 1,11U i +
vy l,n

II - l.H ^

1,«

ft i 4 1,/n

i — \ ,n ~ ^ d ,

_

^II-t. n = 0L*
f, n + I ^ 1.11+ 1+ Ptn+ 1.
,*
uTJi.n —Л
— fi,n1Ui.n- 1+ d*n. 1.

z*м

1)

a *(4

1)D

\-l
in /

’

where s is the iteration number, s + 5 is the number of
intermediate iterations.
After the а-process is accomplished, the iteration process
is developed to obtain [i, d, /?*, d*, based on already known
values of a, y, a*, y*,
J ( S + 1/2)
d (s+ \I2) = \
U i - I.11

*{J? 4 1/2) у (л)

4 Y
Сin - a*Bin - y l Z in - уinEir
Eh, + df.

(4)

Jf4+ 1/2) = 0
U M

n(s

1,n

n { s + \ / 2)is

+ 1/2 )

" in____ '

Р /+ 1.Л -

c^

in

, J*(i+ \ ! 2 ) y ( s )
u in_________ л in

1

'

y(j)
1 in

—уf i*n ^zm —а'*'tn*'-in
К
’
'*’ in*J m

р\г. : 1/2)=о,
sk(j + 1/ 2 )

d;i.n - 1
(18)

i in

аГ,(' + | , = 1,

(17)

[„

v *(.v+l/2)y

y*(4-+i)_7
(C —.-y1in' 4 11К
— v('
+ n ^F it
*-i 4 \ .n
z - 1in \ v-' in
I x in
fin

where the coefficients Bkin, K k„, Z*„ are defined as usual, i.e.,

- r f_ , ) ] ( / - , , - r,

_

*>

in

K i = 4r,/{ [Зк*,( r , - r,) + к*.

LJin

.(.ч-l) = 1

(16)

+ Ki.n - l(z n — r n - 1)1 }

\

—

Mi l

Bk,„= 2c{3(e„+ , -e„)[.v];„(r„- , -z„)

/>ir

+ 1/2) _ i

м

- C i Uk„ + E l U*+

+ Z k„Uk„ , l + Fkl = 0,

V2)K ,

B JC „ , - « i r
4 1 /2 )7

The solution of the system of elliptic equations (15) is a
time-consuming computational procedure, so it is quite a
natural wish to reduce the body of computations that are
required to solve the multi-group equations; moreover, only
the overall flux W =
i W* and the overall density of
energy U = Y.kL i Ek are required to be known in the initial
problem. For the continuous spectrum the method of frozen
coefficients is an efficient way of averaging [18].
Consider finite-difference approximation of Eq. (15) on
the five-point stencil,
B i Ui„ _ X+ K i u k,

1,

J*(s+\l2)y

—

u in

, n(s+ V2) % .Л (*+1/2)1Г i/7

^ in • P in

'

u in

^ in

C in —o'A‘ri n *Кx in —vf in• ZZ-1in —vl i*n 1-E1It•
J * ((jj +
+1
1/2) _ Л
a i n —1
— U)
/, N - 1

' 1

ir,
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1i —1,n '

I
'

in

o * (s+
P in

I ) y ( i + 1/ 2 ) , у ( л + 1/ 2 )
л in______ ~r 1 in

of computation the averaged coefficients В
Z,„ are
assumed to be unchanged during J time steps. In J steps the
system of multi-group equations is again solved numerically
and new averaged coefficients are determined.
2. When solving RGD problems, the temperature is
determined by means of joint solution of the equations for
energy transfer and radiation diffusion. The gas-dynamic
properties, namely the density p, velocity v, and the work
of compression forces are assumed to be known. The
simultaneous solution of these equations is required because
the radiation energy flux W depends on temperature and
pressure in each point of the region under study, so W
cannot be presented by simple relations. Therefore the most
straightforward way to solve the equation for energy is an
explicit scheme, where the flux W is determined from the
data of the preceding time step. However, as shown by
numerous calculations, in this case the stability conditions
require rigid limitations on the step of integration over t.

r m—nr*R
iAm1Jin —/vin*^7in —/vin^Fin
d
u {s+l)
M - l.n = 0U’
/?(v+ Dlf

Q? ([Js + 1
__ Pi i n
1)) __

^

Pi+ l.w ”

I /?*(* + 1)y(-v4 1/2) , y(.v+ 1/2)
in

'P in

Л

'

in

1 in

C,-„ - а* Я,,, - 7,5 Z,-„ - a,,,K„

*(.v+ D d , r t + U y + / / ( i + l | £'. + F.
jj, (j + 1) ro in
____u in • F in iYin • u in ^ m ' 1 in
№ +.
C,n - a,-„ Kin - a * Bm- УinE„

where

x ‘;' = zin+f,

lb).wB„

со is the grid parameter,

1, со = 0 for n = N — 1;

Y ^ = ( \ - w ) X m№ " + F h

П?’= ( ! - 7,5;)/(!-*,£),
Т Г 1/21 = (1 - i o ) Z inc i V "

It is well known that an implicit method is more efficient
to solve the problem when the equations for both energy
and radiation diffusion are solved simultaneously. The
equation for energy and the averaged equation for radiation
diffusion are

+ F,„.

The function /„, is introduced to improve the convergence.
It is recalculated for the next iteration of the /(-process:
TJ

(.V +

1 )

*

и

(л i

(Ъ:

1

— = ---- (div W+Q),
ct
p

1 )

r _ ^ i,n+ 1 / in ^ in

-d iv — grad U +
Зк

Using the above formulas, averaging of the multi-group
system (16) with respect to к is performed:
B i n E i. n

-

K jn U j_

i 4

i

,,

+ Z inU, (I+ , —к jn U

6

in

U

]

n

4

E in

U

j + i./)

+ Fin = 0.

(19)

I

u. n - 1

/ Nk

Kin=( Z иi

1.n

where Q is the contribution of all the sources but radiation
to the equation for energy, U is the radiation density. In the
finite-difference form the system of equations to determine
the radiation flux and the internal energy is written as

' J n _____ ____ 'J n —

Nk
I U,.n l B t ,
к= 1
Nk
ISк
I Ui ,.nл in1
к= 1

(v+ )}—
= — l B inu ^ \ + K„, U
^ i - l,/i ^ in U ts+
i.n "
Pin
I.H l ) _i_ Г) i- I
4.' f uU iu+l)
+l.n +' Z uU i,n+ l “г in
D TT(s+ l) i IS, r/(-v+ l ) —Г* /у(л+ l) , £ rr (.«+ 1)
Din u i,n - I ' л in u i I./i ^ itI ^ l.n
' ^ n.i u i+ l.n
I
)
I
r(-v
+
l ) _ 0.
_+L^7 in U
r / (.(.vn+4l)_
--in77l-v
) K
U i,n+ ~ 1 in
i_ i

/ V*

= 4/ссгГ4,

c(v+ 1) _ pi 1

The coefficients of this equation are defined as

B,n= (

ckU

(20)

1\J

jH D r
Д

1 {S + 1) _ “ in
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Nk

z Ui.n +I^7 kin»
к- 1
Pin= I П
к =1
The averaging of the multi-group equations is not per
formed in each time step. In order to reduce the volume

It is necessary to remind that Bin, ..., Z,„ are calculated
only once every J steps according to formulas (20). The
function Fin is calculated for every time step,
Nk

-= I
к = 1

* ( T in , P in )

cr*(T,n, hvk, hvk +1) T\
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In Eq. (22) the value of Fin is unknown. By linearization Fin
and £,,, with respect to T, one obtains

is considered which is approximated by the expressions
../
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d F \ is)
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Based on expressions (21), (24) and (22), (23), the implicit
scheme of the solution of equations for energy and diffusion
of radiation is written as
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The density of the radiation energy U and the temperature
are determined from the joint solution of the system
(25), (26).
3. In the RGD problems the radiation field is closely
connected to the gas-dynamic properties of the medium.
For finite-difference approximation of the gas-dynamic
equations (written in Euler variables) four-angular
orthogonal grids are often used. Thus-obtained finitedifference schemes have the simplest form. In the present
paper the FLIC method [20, 21 ] was used for the solution
of equations for gas-dynamics. The characteristic feature of
this method is the Euler-Lagrange approach.
In the first Lagrange stage the convective flows of mass,
momentum, and energy are not taken into account and the
system

du _
^ dt

d(P + w )
dr
- ( P + ca)

do
^ dt
1 d(ru)
r dr

d(P + co)
dz
du
dz

dG
dz ’

(G Jn+\ ~ G J„
Here u ’ 1/2, uj 1/2, sJ 1/2 are the intermediate values
of velocities and energy: ri+1/2 = 0.5(r,■+ ri +,), uin =
0.5(u’~ 1+ uj- 1/2), uin = 0.5(u/„- 1+ v j ~ 1/2).
The artificial viscosity w is defined as
{P'
1. ' - P i n ) J ~ '
w l ■= a u i ,..............................
(uj

uj„ ‘)

2

if the following inequalities hold simultaneously:
Щ и , - ) .n + w,„)2/4 + (u,_ u„- u ,J 2/4 ] y 1< ( u j inl )2
U i -

) .n ^

U in

■

Otherwise coj~ 1= 0.
Here uc is the sound velocity; a, к are constants. The
coefficient a characterizes the scale of smoothing of the
shock wave front, 0 < k < 2 a ;
is calculated in an
analogous way.
In the second Euler stage, the flows of matter, momentum,
and energy drawn through the cell walls are taken into
account and their final magnitudes are found. Thus, these
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n3
/Л
о

f-J
V
о

V/
V/

/ - 11 expressions is not available. The analysis of theoretical and
experimental data [ 22] of the air absorptivity coefficients
resulted in their tabular presentation for each group. The
(UJ*
/2
uJ" 1{/2
. 1/2 > 0, tabulation of beforehand-averaged absorptivity coefficients
ui
n +1 uJin
A M t ' = z J- 1 \ui 1n + u i ~ U2) fpi-1. п'
1
j.
/
i/z
was performed for a given number of densities ph 1 < /'< /,
2
1Pl~' ' ui- \n +1 ujin 1/2 < 0,
/ = 8, and temperatures 7], 1 < j < J , J — 10. The ranges of
+' uj-in 1/2)f
considered
temperature and density values were equal:
AV^ =z
2
7] e [1-20] eV and pte [10 4-1 0 ~ 1*] g/cm3. In calcula
tions of the current values of T and p the absorptivity coef
- 1/2
1/2»uj
f p i - i ^ i l/i
ui--- ]/! + ui 1/2 > 0,
ficients
к у are obtained by means of two-dimensional
1/2 +' W
./[Pm'^in m , uj_ \n
u in
logarithmic interpolation. The frequency range taken into
account lies in the region /;v = 0-40eV; it was divided into
+ “in ' 12)
AE£ =t
six groups. The assumed value of maximum temperature
2
Tmax was used to determine the upper boundary of fre
Uj - i1/2
\ p i z l E [ . ■1[/2
n »ui
n +<
quency range and, consequently, the number of groups, by
1/2
means of the relation hv % 2.8 Tmslx. This relation is derived
X p L ' e i , 1/2, u i - 1« + <
from the maximum value of Plank’s function for spectral
_ pj
1/.
/--1/
where E/„ 1/2 —
equilibrium density of radiation Uveq. It was assumed,
6in 2 +((И,in 2 )2 + K , l/2)2)/2.
The flows of mass and energy in the г-direction are found that in the present case the plasma temperature does not
analogously. After that the gas-dynamic values p, u, v, E, e exceed 10 eV.
are recalculated:
Analogous tabular presentations are used for the
equations of state r. = c(T, p), P = P(T, p) [23], determined
from the quantum-mechanical statistic models [24, 25].
p Lp L
( A M ™ + X - A M ™ )
The computational grid with the (34 x 35) total number
‘"/I t I “/I
of nodes is used for simulation. Along the r axis the grid
2(r,-+l AM \ rl Un- r , A M \ ^ )
nodes distribution is uniform. Along the г axis the grid
( П + i - ' • / К ' ' , + i + r,)
nodes are condensed towards the target, according to the
law of geometric progression with the factor q = 1.1.
The integration time-step t, was determined automati
cally
in the course of solution with respect to the
AE\
ЛЛЕ\:'а ^
P in E i
EL = beforehand-fixed value of accuracy and the number of
iterations.
2(ri+, A E Y } Un- r i A E ^ )
Let us point out the following computational features of
(П+1 ~ г , ) ( г , и + П )
numerical algorithm. Almost 90% of the total run time is
used for the averaging, for the solution of the multi-group
el, = E i - ( ( u i f + (vif)/2.
diffusion and energy equation. The iteration process has not
In the gas-dynamic stage of the solution the usual Courant a high convergence rate, but it was found to be not sensitive
to sharp variations of sought-for quantities, as, for example,
limitation is imposed on the integration step t.
k(T, p, v).
The chosen laser action parameters are typical for pulse
laser
processing of materials. The laser pulse (wavelength
4. THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
/= 1 .0 6 /rm ) has a duration of 1 p s with a rectangular
The mathematical technique presented in previous time-profile and Gaussian spatial distribution G =
sections was applied to investigate the plasma behavior G0 exp( —(r/R)2) with the focal spot radius R = 300pm.
in air atmosphere with a pressure variation in the range The maximum intensity G0 was varied in the range
1-100 bar.
107-108 W/cm2.
The radiation transfer in plasma (or in partially ionized
When the ambient air pressure is P0 = 1 bar, the initial
gas) is closely connected with gas-dynamic and temperature plasma layer has the temperature T0= 1.7 eV and thickness
fields, because the latter governs the optical thickness of the z0 = 50 pm. At the first moments the incident laser radiation
layer. In order to realize the multi-group approximation the is almost entirely absorbed in the hot region. Due to the
determination of the group absorptivity coefficients кк( T, p ) high density of the plasma layer, the plasma self-radiation is
in fact locked and does not leave the hot region, that causes
in a wide range of temperature and pressure is required.
However, for the low-temperature air plasma, the the sharp rise of the temperature and the pressure (up to
description of these coefficients in terms of simple analytical P max ~ 3 kbar). The high pressure difference induce an

flows crossing the cell wall in the direction
z„ + , are equal:

o'
V/
rs
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intensive extension of the plasma layer in z-direction.
The plasma density and pressure decrease, while the
temperature still grows under the laser action up to the
maximum value of Tmax~ 8 . 5 e \ . At about t ~ 1 0 n s the
shock wave arises at the boundary of the plasma with cold
air, and at t ~ 50 ns the spreading of the hot region in a
radial direction becomes noticeable. The plasma density
decreases simultaneously with its temperature rise. This
leads to the variation of the plasma optical properties and
the rapid increase of the self-radiation role in the energy
balance of the system.
The cold air at Г ~ 0.5 eV is transparent for the visual
spectrum radiation and for the near ultraviolet, but it
strongly absorbs the radiation in the frequency range
hv = 10-15 eV. Thus, if the temperature of the hot region is
less than 3 eV, heating of the cold layers ahead due to self
radiation is insignificant. At the same time the magnitude of
the radiation flux, propagating towards the target are
governed to a large extent by the density of adjacent plasma
layers and depends deeply on the regime of the gas-dynamic
expansion.
The temperature isolines for the plasma pattern cross
section at the moment t = 65 ns are presented in Fig. 1. The
region involved in the shock wave is hatched and fringed
with dotted lines. The velocity of the shock wave has already
reached the maximum value r max ~ 3 x 10s cm/s and begins
to decrease slowly. The temperature of the central region is
slowly decreasing as well. The temperature isolines exhibit
several regions, where dominant heating mechanisms vary.
The central regions labeled 1 and 2 are heated by laser
radiation. The regions 3 and 4 are heated by the compres
sion forces’ action, by the overall self-radiation flow W, and
in part by the laser radiation. About 70% of the radiation
emitted from the central regions is absorbed by the cold gas.
The work of compression forces is not yet dominant in the
energy exchange, as is illustrated by the semisphere-shaped
temperature isolines. The total radiation flux towards the
target is about 10% of G 0 .
The geometry of the plasma pattern changes qualitatively
at r —0.1 // s. The isotherms at ? = 0.13/rs are presented in
Fig. 2. At this moment the direction of the gas-dynamic
motion had been defined. The shock wave region is in close

FIG. 1. Spatial temperature distribution in plasma pattern (initial
pressure P0 = 1 bar, G„ = 108 W/cm2) at time r = 65 ns. The temperature of
the indicated areas: 1, 6.4 eV: 2, 7.0 eV; 3, 2.7 eV; 4, 0.9 eV; 5, 0.05 eV.

FIG. 2. Spatial temperature distribution in plasma pattern (initial
pressure Pu = 1 bar, G’„ = 108 W/cm2) at time /= 1 3 5 ns. The temperature
of the indicated areas: 1. 2.4 eV; 2, 3.0 eV; 3, 1.5 eV: 4, 0.4 eV; 5. 0.05 eV.

contact with the hot absorbing plasma layers. This forms
the t' pical light-detonation complex, which influences the
plasma pattern to obtain a cylindrical shape. Affected by
gas-dynamic expansion the hot region breaks away from the
surface and, due to the absorption of laser radiation, moves
fast towards the source. Regions 1,4, and 5 are heated
mainly by radiation; region 3 is subjected to the combined
action of compression forces, laser, and self-radiation.
Nevertheless, spatial gas-dynamic expansion becomes
dominant, which results in a substantial decrease of the
temperature and of the pressure in the central regions.
The total radiation flux W towards the target reaches 18%
of G0.
Later on, at ? > 0 .5 ^ s the plasma optical thickness
decreases and the laser radiation again reaches the
boundary z = 0, which is assumed to be the target surface.
It is necessary to note the high sensitivity of the
laser-plasma interaction to the laser radiation intensity.
The initially given plasma is not supplied enough by laser
radiation and the light-detonation regime is not obtained
if G0 is reduced by one-half.
The process of the laser radiation interaction with plasma
is strongly influenced by the ambient pressure of the gas
medium (in the present case, air). Let us consider the situa
tion when this pressure is two orders of magnitude higher
(namely P0 = 100 bar), the thickness of the original plasma
layer is z0 = 15 /лп, all other parameters being equal. In this
case at t ~ 0.1 fj.s the shock wave entirely breaks off the hot
region; the temperature of the shock wave does not exceed
0.3 eV, and the maximum velocity vmax ~ 2.4 x 105 cm/s,
and it is entirely transparent to the laser radiation. The
light-detonation mechanism is not obtained and the
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FIG. 3. Spatial temperature distribution in plasma (initial pressure
P0 = 100 bar, G0 = 108 W/cm2) at time t = 0.5 ps. The temperature of the
indicated areas: 1, 1.9 eV; 2, 4.5 eV; 3, 2.2 eV; 4, 0.1 eV; 5, 0.03 eV.

main propagation mechanism is the subsonic radiation
wave [26].
The temperature isolines in the plasma region at
t = 0.5 p s are presented in Fig. 3. They indicate substantial
plasma cloud expansion in the radial direction. The
dynamics of the characteristic dimensions of the plasma
cloud along the z-axis direction (Az) and in the per
pendicular direction r (Ar) is shown in Fig. 4. Figures 3
and 4 indicate that under an elevated pressure, the area and
the contact time between the target surface and the chemi
cally active plasma substance are significantly increased.
The level of energy exchange due to the heat conduction
and the radiation (with the spectral maximum about
//v = 10 eV) is increased also. Note that the target surface is
entirely screened from the laser radiation; that, on the one
hand, prevents the former from destruction and, on the
other hand, can increase the microhardness of the surface
layers [27]. At the same time the results of the simulation
show that the conditions of heat transfer and plasma action

FIG. 5. Spatial distributions of: temperature T, pressure P, and
density i> in plasma (initial pressure P„ = 100 bar, G0 = 5 x 107 W/cm2).

are not optimal for two reasons: The hottest plasma layers
are not in contact with the surface; the plasma cloud loses
contact with the surface relatively fast.
The plasma pattern propagation can be delayed by a
simple reduction of the intensity G0. The spatial distribu
tions of T, P, and p at two moments t = 0.1 ps and t = 0.5 ps
after reducing G0 by one-half (to G0 = 5x 107 W/cm2) are
presented on Fig. 5. As in the previous case the main
mechanism of the plasma propagation is the formation of

А, в,

FIG. 4. Time dependence of the sizes of the plasma pattern along z and
r axes (initial pressure P0 = 100 bar, G0 = 108 W/cm2).

Vf/с м 3

FIG. 6. Gas-dynamic (dashed curves) and radiative (solid line curves)
components of plasma energy balance at t , = 0.1 ц s and l2 = 0.53 /rs (initial
pressure P0 = 100 bar, G0 = 5 x 107 W/cm2).
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subsonic radiation waves. The laser radiation is entirely
absorbed by the plasma layer. The maximum temperature
of the hot region reaches the value of T= 3.6 eV, further
growth being limited by the increase of emission. This
is confirmed by comparison of the spatial distribution
of two plasma energy components, namely radiative
B= (\/r)(d/dr){rWr) + dl¥r/dz and gas-dynamic A =
P ((l/r)(d/8r){ru) + dv/dz) at two time moments, as pre
sented in Fig. 6. As a result of two-dimensional gas-dynamic
plasma spreading, the area of the thermal action of the
radiative flux appears to be several times larger than the
focal spot. The maximum value of the acting flux does not
exceed 5 x 10s W/cm2, preventing the target from destruc
tion. Nevertheless the surface does not still contact the
hottest plasma layers; thus the degree of plasma-chemical
action is reduced. From experimental observation [27-28]
decrease of the pressure in a chamber to 30-50 bar could
result in the destruction of the target’s surface. As shown by
computations, the reason for such a phenomenon at

FIG. 7. Time dependence of laser (G) and radiation ( W) energy fluxes
reaching the surface of the target.

FIG. 8. Spatial distributions of: temperature T, pressure P, and density p in plasma pattern (initial pressure />o = 30bar, G0 = 5 x 107 W/cm2).
The values of T, P, and p in the indicated areas are the following: at (, =0.1 ps
1. T= 1.66 eV, /> = 540 bar, p =4.6 x 10 “ 3 g/cm3;
2. T = 2.8 eV, P = 540 bar, p = 1.8 x 10 “ 3 g/cm3;
3. T =0.23 eV, /> = 482 bar, p = 6.1 x 10“ 2 g/cm3;
4. Г = 0.05 eV, P = 67 bar, /> = 3.8 x I0 “ 2 g/cm3;
5. T=0.03 eV, P = 30 bar, p = 3 x 10“ 2 g/cm3;
at t2 = 0.7 ps
1. T = 3.1 eV, >P = 125 bar, !9 = 2 x 10 _4 g/cm3;
2. T = 2.25 eV, P= 122 bar, /> = 1.9x10“ 4 g/cm3;
3. T = 0.625 eV, P = 121 bar, p = 1.3x10 “ 3 g/cm3;
4. T = 0.33 eV, />=120 bar, /> = 2 .3 x 1 0 “ 3 g/cm3;
5. T = 0.16 eV, P = 120 bar, p = 2 . 3 x l 0 “ 3 g/cm3;
6. T = 0.11 eV, />=126 bar, /> = 3 .5 x 1 0 “ 3 g/cm3;
7. T = 0.075 eV, />=146 bar, p = 6 x 10“ 2 g/cm3;
8. 7’=0.03eV, P = 30 bar, p = 3 x 10 “ 2 g/cm3;
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t, ns
FIG. 9. The proposed laser pulse time-profile optimum for the
maximum time of the contact between the hot plasma region and the
target's surface.

P= 30 bar could be an intensive gas-dynamic spreading of
the hot region. The initial stage of plasma development in
the vicinity of the surface differs only slightly from the
plasma behavior at P= 100 bar. The main part of the laser
radiation is absorbed in the hot region; thus a complicated
structure with different temperatures is built up.
The magnitude of the flux acting on the target lies in the
range (1-3) x 106 W/cm2; the radius of interaction reaches
the value of 600 цт. However, due to the lower density of
the medium, the intensive expansion of the hot plasma
produces such a decrease of the optical thickness that the
laser radiation again reaches the surface at / = 0.5 j/s. The
time dependencies of the laser flux G(t) and the total radia
tion flux W(t) incident on the surface are presented in Fig. 7.
They determine the surface temperature evolution. As
consequences of the non-monotonic behavior of G(l), the
energy flux is substantially reduced at / = 0.1 -0.4 ps due to
the low-transparent plasma cloud. However, at the end of
the pulse (< 1 /rs) about 80% of the laser radiation reaches
the surface due to the variation of the plasma optical thick
ness; that could result in target destruction. At the same
time, when the pressure is P0 = 30 bar, the surface contacts
the hotest plasma regions during the entire pulse duration;
see Fig. 8. The regime of the laser action can be optimized
to eliminate the target destruction with simultaneous
prolongation of the contact between the plasma and the
target by setting the laser pulse time-profile proposed in
Fig. 9 [29].
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2. The computational method (based on finite-differen
ces) is used for the coupled solution of the equations of gas
dynamics and radiation transfer in the multi-group diffusion
approximation. The present approach proves its efficiency
for simulation of the dynamics of radiative gas.
3. The computational experiment on laser-plasma
interaction under controlled ambient pressure is a tool to
determine different mechanisms of evolution and propaga
tion of plasma patterns; from light-detonation at PQ= 1 bar
to subsonic radiation waves at PQ= 50-100 bar. The plasma
development at P0= 10-30 bar corresponds to the inter
mediate regime.
4. The total energy flux reaching the surface of the
target (including the radiative component) is determined.
The existence of a maximum of radiative energy flux versus
the ambient gas pressure and energy density flux of laser
irradiation is shown.
5. The optimal intensity-time profile of laser pulse to
obtain; (a) the maximum radiative energy transfer into the
target; (b)the maximum time of the contact between the
hot plasma region and the target’s surface, can be proposed.
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